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Marriage Records 
Found in Newspapers: 

Engagement, Marriage, Anniversary 
and Divorce Records

MARRIAGE IS one  of  the  most  important  decisions  many  people  make 

in their lives, an act watched and recorded by society. Each stage in the process—

engagement, marriage, and the celebration of anniversaries—is often announced 

to the public in the form of notices published in the local newspaper. For those 

marriages that fail, newspapers often publish divorce notices and records as well.

These notices usually provide more information than just the specific couple 

getting married—or divorced. You will often find the names of other family members 

and their places of residence, as well as stories that help make up your family history.

Let’s examine the four kinds of marriage-related notices (engagement, 

marriage, anniversary, and divorce) to see what kind of genealogical information 

these notices contain.
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Engagements
Marriages are good news, and that news begins with the engagement 

announcement.

Engagements are usually announced by the parents, as in this first example 

printed by the  Philadelphia Inquirer (Pennsylvania) on 4 March 1917, page 8:

From the first example, we learn:

• The names, address and hometown of the parents

• The names of the future bride and groom

• The name of the fiancé’s father (Why no mention of the mother?)

• Approximate time of the wedding (“in the spring”)

From the second example, we learn:

• The name and place of residence of the person announcing the 

engagement (Surprisingly, the fiancé’s aunt is the one making this 

announcement)

• The names of the future bride and groom (Why no mention of the 

fiancé’s parents?)

From the third example, we learn:

• The names of the future bride and groom

• The name of the fiancé’s mother and her place of residence (Why no 

mention of the father?)

• The names and place of residence of the fiancé’s parents

• Notice that in this example the wording is changed slightly and 

there is no attribution of who is announcing the engagement
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Carefully examine these engagement notices for family history clues:

• Are the full names of the intended bride and groom given?

• Families come in all sizes, shapes and combinations. If the names 

of the parents of the bride and groom are not listed—that is a clue

• Dig deeper to find out why they were not listed. Death? Divorce? A 

rift in the family?

• Families migrated across the country over the past centuries. Youth 

went away to college in other states or settled in new areas to find 

employment. Therefore, as in the last example, it is common to see 

engagements of a young woman from Connecticut to a young man 

of Pennsylvania.

These three examples of engagement notices provide a number of names and 

places of residence for your family tree. Look for clues in the information given and 

omitted from the announcements to further guide you in your research.

In the 20th and 21st Centuries it has been common to include a photograph 

or etching of the bride-to-be or of the couple. Finding pictures of our ancestors in 

their youth is an added bonus. Here’s an example of an engagement notice printed 

in 1912 by the Boston Journal (Massachusetts) on 21 November 1912, page 4:
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Marriages
Let’s take a look at a typical marriage notice. This one was printed by the 

Dallas Morning News (Texas) on 22 July 1962, section 7, page 4:
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Let’s enlarge the text block so that we can easily read all the family information 
contained in this marriage notice:

We learn:

• Names of the bride and groom

• Name and location of the church

• Date of the wedding

• Reference to where the couple will live

• Names of the parents of the bride

• Biographical information about the bride: she attended college and 

was a member of a sorority

• Biographical information about the groom: he attended college and 

was a member of a fraternity
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• This announcement provides an interesting piece of family history: 

the same minister that married this couple also married “the bride’s 

parents 33 years ago.” It is common for a bride to be married in the 

church that she and her family have attended—a good clue to where 

church records may be found of the family’s history

• Members of the wedding party are named

• The notice also presents a picture of the bride that may be the only 

picture you can find of her at this age

It is not just young people who get married, of course. It is common for 

individuals to remarry following the death of a spouse or a divorce. Middle-

aged couples—and senior citizens—also tie the knot. Notice that marriage 

announcements sometimes give background information about previous 

marriages, giving us important family history clues. Here is an example from 

1742, printed by the Pennsylvania Gazette (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) on 25 

November 1742, page 2:

That’s quite a bit of family history we learn from one brief marriage notice. If 

Peter Hays of Stoneham, Pennsylvania, is your ancestor, you have a lot of follow-up 

searching to do, since you now know that in this 1742 marriage, Peter gained his 

sixth wife—and she her fifth husband!

Look for marriages to occur for young and old alike. Take this example, printed 

by the Independent Inquirer (Brattleboro, Vermont) on 28 June 1834, page 3:
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• In the middle example of this marriage notice, Deacon Oliver Dutton 

of Ludlow (Vermont), age 73, is marrying Miss Phebe Power of 

Shutesbury (Massachusetts), age 70

• Notice the phrase: “Miss Phebe Power, of Shutesbury, aged 70 on 

the day of marriage”; is this a clue that they were married on her 

birthday?

This wedding announcement is also a good reminder that newspapers 

routinely published marriage information from a wide surrounding area. In this 

example printed by a Vermont paper, all three of the marriages were performed 

in other states: Hinsdale, New Hampshire; Shutesbury, Massachusetts; and Albany, 

New York. Why news from such a wide area? The answer is quite simple: remember, 

editors are in the business of selling newspapers, and the larger the area that they 

provide “local” coverage for, the larger their subscriber base will be.

This is a good tip when doing your family history research: if the geographically-

limited, narrow search you first tried turned up few or zero results, expand the area 

of your search—newspaper articles about your ancestors may have been printed in 

newspapers you would never have thought of or expected.

Anniversaries
Just like engagements and marriages, the news of anniversary celebrations 

are joyous events, and the community is happy years later to celebrate with them. 

Recognizing this community interest, newspapers often publish news of couples 

celebrating milestone anniversaries—especially their 50th or 75th wedding  

anniversary.

Here’s a good example, printed by the Dallas Morning News (Texas) on 19 

January 1948, section 2, page 13:
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There is a lot of family history contained in this anniversary notice.  

Let’s enlarge the text and see what we learn:
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• The names of the couple: Thomas Elihue Rose and Easter Rose

• Their wedding date: 16 January 1873

• Their ages: Thomas is 95, Easter is 93

• The anniversary: their 75th

• The event: the couple renewed the vows they took 75 years ago; 

“they pledged again their loyalty and love until their life shall end”

• The celebration: 100 relatives and friends “came to congratulate the two”

• The place: Whitney, Texas

The next two paragraphs are loaded with family details:

• 104 living direct descendants (There: the challenge has been given! 

If Mr. and Mrs. Rose are your ancestors, then you have at least 104 

descendants to track down)

• 9 children

• 39 grandchildren

• 47 great-grandchildren

• 9 great-great-grandchildren

• Youngest family member attending: great-great-grandson Anthony 

Steen of Morgan, Texas, five years old

• Oldest family member attending: son H. E. Rose of Whitney, Texas, 

72 years old
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Two other paragraphs offer more valuable family information:

We learn the names and places of residence of seven of their children:

• C. F. Rose, 52, of Roscoe, Texas

• Mrs. Joe Connolly, 55, of Whitney, Texas

• W. T. Rose, 60, of Whitney,  Texas

• Homer Rose, 65, of Morgan, Texas

• Mrs. T. A. Hendrix, 69, of Houston, Texas

• H. E. Rose, 72, of Whitney, Texas

• Mrs. J. W. Jackson, 74, of Stamford, Texas

Along with such vital family information as names, ages, relationships, and 

places of residence, anniversary notices often provide family stories and details 

that may be hard to find elsewhere, such as these paragraphs:
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This is good information, the sort of thing you won’t find in a census or 

other government record, but will find in a newspaper. You can’t travel back in a 

time machine to attend the Rose’s 75th Wedding Anniversary—but thanks to this 

newspaper article about their anniversary it’s as if you were there, sitting by their 

side, asking them questions about their long life together.

These newspaper accounts of anniversaries can bring alive a precious 

moment in your ancestors’ lives. You weren’t at the anniversary celebration, but 

these descriptions almost make the event part of your own memories:

Clearly, finding an anniversary notice for one of your ancestors can be a real 

bonanza to your family history research.
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Divorces
As we’re all too aware, not all marriages last.

For the past 300 years, newspapers have been printing news of divorce cases 

that have been filed and/or granted. Here’s an example, printed by the Boston Post 

Boy (Massachusetts) on 22 July 1751, page 2:
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Divorce was a very public and complicated procedure in our nation’s early 

history; divorce requests involved a hearing that was publicly announced, seeking 

public input. In many states the final divorce had to be approved by the governor 

or the state legislature. The process was far more complicated back then than it is 

today. From this public notice we learn:

• The wife’s name: Hannah Rolfe

• The husband’s name: Ezra Rolfe

• Date of the hearing: 10 October 1751

Divorce is a court action. Some states required plaintiffs to publish their 

actual divorce petition as a legal notice/advertisement in the local newspaper. This 

example was printed as a front-page advertisement in the 25 January 1862 issue of 

the Commercial Daily Register (Sandusky, Ohio):

From this public notice we learn:

• The wife’s full name: Rachel Ann  Birch

• The husband’s full name: William Henry Birch

• The husband’s place of residence: Monroeville, Huron County, Ohio

• Place divorce petition was filed: Erie County, Ohio

• Date petition was filed: 10 January 1862
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• Name of plaintiff’s attorney: “F. Potter, her attorney”

• Date of the hearing: next term of the Court of Common Pleas of Erie 

County, Ohio

From these two examples we see that divorce notices can provide full names, 

places of residence, dates, venue where hearing or court action occurred (and 

where legal records may be found), and a brief peek into a troubled marriage.

Newspapers: Great Source for Matrimonial Records
As the examples have shown, newspapers from their very earliest days 

have published all four types of matrimonial records (engagement, marriage, 

anniversary, and divorce). GenealogyBank.com has more than 7,000 digitized 

newspapers  (click here to see the complete title list). These newspaper articles will 

give you names and dates to help fill in your family tree, as well as clues to guide 

your family research in new directions.

http://www.genealogybank.com/gbnk/newspapers/sourcelist/
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